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About This Game

Enter the world of Mister Mart!
YOU are a customer service agent at a terrible grocery store. Because it's such a godawful grocery store, all of the customers are

returning everything they've ever bought! In VR, use your hands to place the unwanted merchandise carefully into the return
bin, but watch out! The customers loiter at your desk and will stress you out if you let them stay for too long! Use your

Customer Service Fists (TM) to help them find the exit!

This game involves:

Customers!

Slapping Customers!

Raw Fish!

Hot Dogs!

Ragdoll Physics!

Mister Mart is played with the Oculus Rift CV1 and the Oculus Touch Controllers, with support for more VR systems and
controllers on the way.
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mister martini verona. alfamart mister potato. mister marty of california. mister martini. mister mart. mister martins cafe. mister
martin. mister martino's philadelphia. mister martian. mister martinez. mister martinos. walmart mister

from my first review the game suck in crash... i never took in the fact that it was still brand new. however now its very good yet
i only find games with just chinese people no one else i found has spoken english.. You run around and shoot monsters.
The game levels are random.
Sometimes you start on really hard levels, others really easy, to get a streak you kind of just have to get lucky and not get the
super hard levels. Some of the levels are nearly impossible to beat, which makes the game a bit unfair.
I got all the achievements in it in about an hour.
6\/10 Spooky
. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. nice free to play hidden objects game. Gameply quite repetitive though.. I'd recommend if
you buy it you go with low expectations. For a 5 dollar game it's bad but, for a indie game when you have nothing to do, it is
very addictive. There is a skill ceiling and it is pretty fun to evolve as a player. I recommend it but only on sales. Game is still
early access, but support devs like Jonas.
I encountered a bug in the game yesterday. Messaged on the discussion board to let the dev know, dev asked if I could send
through the save file. Did this too. Dev not only patches the bug SAME DAY, but sends me back my save file, with the bug
fixed, so I could continue my game.
The game is still a work in progress, but it's enjoyable today, and it's in great hands.. This game is a game that involves thinking
and patience(patience isn't a word that describes me tho).
So basicly you get this ship that obays gravity and you can't really make it go up, you can make it slow down when it goes down
tho.
You must get to the finish line, without dying(this is a challange in later levels like world 3).
You should get it for yourself, it's fun and it passes time by :)

My rating: 8/10. Hidden object games are difficult because the hidden objects are tiny!
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Beautiful game! Best graphics - happy that it is not a shity pixelart again ;) Cool soundtrack and gameplay is really original.
Thumb up.. Confusing and disappointing.
The repetitive story line feels like a bug more than a narrative style.. The game is a lot of fun. The characters and their powers
are hilarious (love the Unicorn and Nun) and I enjoy the variety of characters. Simple to learn, simple to play but doesnt mean
its not challenging!. Pretty nice game, haven't been playing a lot by my own, but my girlfriend just loves it. Game is totally
worth its price.
Also she's never complained about controls, even though has no idea if it's more comfortable to play on mobile devices.. Let's
get it out of the way right off the bat. Yes, it's ugly as sin. I could say "at least it's not pixel art" but that's just damning with faint
praise. And the music is even worse.

But this captures the heart of Mystery Dungeon style games so well.

For those who don't know what that means, Mystery Dungeon is a brand of Japanese roguelikes dungeon crawlers (You may
have seen the Shiren, Pokemon, or Etrian flavors). What makes them stand out is how simple they are compared to the western
brand of roguelike. There are not six fiddly stats and 40 rings, scrolls, and wands to manage nor are there 40 fiddly tricks to
have to cover like keeping a wand of fire to scribble galadriel at opportune moments. You do not have to memorize 40 pages of
spoilers and have "blessed +2 gray dragon scale mail" tattooed on your forearm.

In exchange for all that, the genre focuses more on gamey style abilities. The wands and abilities you find control enemy pacing,
placement, movement, etc. And when there is a horde of monsters bearing down on you with a monster that can paralyze you
and another that can drain your levels, your brain will be tested just like the best of roguelikes.

So what MD offers is something more innately intuitive and accessible than the overwrought and overfiddly roguelikes you may
be accustomed to, but one still quite difficult. If the western flavor is an enormous wargame run by steely-eyed grognards with
fearsome neckbeards ready to debate tactics from the galactic wars of the far future to the Civil War, MD is closer to chess.

Voyage to Farland is almost a straight reskin of the DS Shiren game. Every ability, every trick is there, with its own spin on
balancing. If you can get past the atrocious art style, you will find an excellent homage to a roguelike flavor that just is not well-
represented on PC. Complete with Shiren's love of secrets and inventory management, but with different enemy design, pacing,
and balancing, it is a wonderful homage from a fellow who is clearly as moved by Shiren as I am.. I really wanted to recommend
this, but i cannot. I really like the visuals and the music (i am an 80s kid you know). But there is literally no content. You just
drive endlessly on a road, target is to not crash. There is also no AI for the traffic, they just go straight. EVER. Which means
they crash into you, into buildings, into walls and into mountains. When i drive i think naturally: "oh oncoming traffic, i bet he
will stay in his lane". NOPE, not in this game.

Just driving is nice for a change but it gets old very quick, so i would like some real racing modes. Lets be curious what the
multiplayer will hold.

Edit: You might think 1,2 hours is not enough playtime to write a review. But seriously, you have seen anything from the game
in that amount of time.
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